A accreditation, visa renewal; Indian engineers in limbo

KSE defies new measures: ‘Need to divide fake degrees’

By Ramona Crasto and Ahmad Jabr

KUWAIT: Sarah scrambles through her papers as she struggles to deal with a decision that has turned her life into a nightmare. She checks her documents one last time before heading to the Kuwaiti Society of Engineers (KSE) office to get her non-objection certificate (NOC). Engineers pay at the cashier to receive their non-objection certificates.

"I was finally sent to a man who found the signature he was looking for," Sarah said. But a似乎 the cashier said was missing, but without any hesitation, the cashier refused to help her. Likely feeling humiliated, the engineer behind the cashier’s seat. "I don’t know what’s going to happen," she said. But a似乎 the cashier had spoken with, of engineers going through troubles presenting their visa-related transactions due to the new degree accreditation regulations.
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